
 

 

CRAFT AND SOCIETY IN THE FIRST MILLENNIA 
First Millennia Studies Group Day Seminar 

  
Meadows Lecture Theatre, Edinburgh University 

Tuesday June 25th, 9.30-5.30 
 
This year’s seminar will consider the role of craft processes in the societies of Scotland and 
beyond over the first millennia. While this is an existing research focus for some materials and 
periods (for instance, metal production in the late Bronze Age and the early medieval period), 
we seek a broader view. The focus is not on the practicalities of technology, but the social role 
of craftwork. What were the social conditions which enabled or required particular craft 
processes? How were these organised? Who were the craftworkers and what was their social 
role? What were the relationships between different craft skills? What are the key variations 
over space and time? Did craft skills have a ritual or symbolic role as well as a practical one? A 
range of speakers will use case studies from across Scotland and beyond to consider some of 
these issues. 
 

9.30     Coffee / bookstalls  
10.00  Introduction                    
10.05    Gemma Cruickshanks  Iron smelters and blacksmiths in Iron Age Scotland 
10.40    Dawn McLaren  Between a rock and a hard place: questioning social aspects of  

    stone working in the 1st millennium BC-AD 
11.15    Coffee / bookstalls 
11.50    Ross Murray  ‘We're going to need a bigger roundhouse’ - The Iron Age 

     workshops at Culduthel, Inverness 
12.25    Jane Downes  Mine Howe metalworking: Myths and Meaning 
 
1.00    Lunch / bookstalls 
2.00      Tanja Romankiewicz Craft and the social role of the craft worker - a view from the  

    continent 
2.35      Mhairi Maxwell   The Glenmorangie Early Medieval Scotland Research   

and Martin Goldberg Project:  understanding past society through    
    contemporary craft re-creation 

3.10     Coffee / bookstalls 
3.40     Susan Youngs  Early medieval metalwork: ‘T’ain’t what you do, it’s the way that 

    you do it’ 
4.25     Fraser Hunter        First Millennia Crafts in Context  
4.45     Discussion 
5.30 Close                   
6.00     Reception  in the McMillan Room 
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